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Breath taking
landscapes in one of
the most varied
terrains of Europe
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HOT SPOT:
Herminius Mons
was the ancient
name of the
Serra da Estrela
rocky mountain
range ...

OPAVANET/TILAK/
K&K WILL PRESENT
ALL ITS
INTERNATIONAL
EXPERIENCE IN
ARWC Portugal
2009

ADVENTURE DISCLOSE SECRETS FROM LUSITANEA
Natural Parks, Special Protected Areas, World Heritage Monuments and a vast Cultural Heritage will be some
of the secrets that the racers will discover during the six days of ARWC Portugal 2009
In one of the most remote areas of
the country, the racers will have

Community Program is one of the goals for the
organizing team to help promoting this
territories and good environmental practices, in

lots of different experiences, along

collaboration with the National Authority for

the secret route of the Estoril

“Instituto da Conservação da Natureza e da

Portugal XPD 2009.

Nature Conservation and Biodiversity, the
Biodiversidade” (www.icnb.pt).

In recent decades, Portugal has
experienced an important development in the
ecological conscience and so, many old

Planning and strategy will be

unsustainable habits had been modified.

fundamental to success in ARWC

Example of this preservation effort were the

Portugal 2009.

significant changes in the land management
criteria both for public and private ownership.

The Natural Park of “Serra da Estrela”

The establishment of Natural Parks and

Part of the interview given by Geoff Hunt at “Aguillar
del Campo” in 22.05.09 (full interview soon at XPD

Special Preserved Areas are a good example

TV)

of that tribute to assure the recovery and
sustainability of many ecosystems.
This year Estoril Portugal XPD will adopt the
Code of Condute and Good Practice for the
Vistors of Protected Areas as a part of the race

AGS - One of the novelties I brought to you
today was the layout of the next Adventure
Racing World Championship in Portugal in
November. What were your first impressions?

guidelines. The By Nature European
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will be visited by ARWC Portugal 2009
The Natural Park of Serra da Estrela presents a
variety of habitats with representative
elements of several bio-geographical regions.
It’s the most representative area of mainland
Portugal for natural values associated to the
altitude, much of them exclusive.

WILD LIFE

Geoff – I only had a little sneak preview
yesterday, so I had a little idea of what you will
show me today and from what I saw with the
prologue and the restart again with the Schist
villages, with some of the tracks being quite
high and technical, the mountain bike all
ridable looks quite nice, some river kayak ... it
looks quite positive to me. It´s also nice to ear
you so excited with the race, its your home
country of course, but to take us to places you
are excited to show us, is nice..
AGS - One of the most debated discussion
topic is the race format, again we planned to
have some strategy involved in the race, what
do you think about it?
Geoff - Well, last year some teams had some
difficulty in understanding the race concept,
even It took me several days to fully
understand it. But after I understood I became
supporting this idea and I think its fantastic to
have an individual race in the season. Its
important to show that we don’t have a closed
format with exactly the same structure and we
can have a race with time gates and
checkpoint’s that you can or cannot do,
strategically thinking all over the race and
particularly by the end when you are tired and
you have to decide if it worths to go to another
CP or arrive in time... Its fantastic and I have
been defending this perspective of yours to

Lots of Biodiversity along the
way
Wild mushrooms,
specialized birds, night
animals... and many other
local species of fauna and
flora will pop in along
the way of ARWC Portugal
2009...

High over the
Ocean
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people with a more traditional views of
Adventure Racing (if that, of more traditional,
really exists in Adventure Racing). I feel it’s
fantastic that you stand up with this format.
AGS – One of the things we promote very
much is the encounters of the teams during the
race, in the transition areas, in the field, helping
each other and enjoying, specially at the end
where they arrive at almost the same time. Do
you think this helps to improve the image of AR
for the public, for the spectators?
Geoff – It’s always really nice having someone
watching us. People have been in the square
(Aguillar del Campo) over the last couple of
days. If all the racers finish in a two hours time
frame you can promote the idea to all kids, to
the parents, to the people in town to come to
the Cathedral watching the finish between the
2:00 and the 4:00 pm on Sunday or whatever
day and then is more exciting it would be
people in the Zip Line continuously rather than
one now, other at 2:00 am and another in the
4:00 pm next day. So the concept in Portugal,
to bring everyone home inside a two hour
period is much better to everybody, much
better to the town, much better to the racers.
Everyone enjoys the idea once they got the
other part of the race concept on the head....

9 RACES AROUND THE WORLD QUALIFIES FOR THE
ULTIMATE CHALLENGE OF 2009
Dare and test yourself to the limit ....
Last ARWC09 Team List Entries
TEAM ECUADOR
BIKE POINT JENA - TEAM
GERMANY
Wadventure.Com
DESNIVEL
Gallecia
Aberdeen Asset Management

The North Face Forum
Sport
Adventure Team AKSA
Brasil
Karlstad
Multisport
Nga
Rakau

The life of
the ARWC
Staff will be
difficult ;)

AlpinePro/
Merida/
Nutrend
CZ AR Team

Breaking News
ARWC 2010 in CastillaLéon

XPD TV will broadcast live
the 110 hours of
action

At the Prize Giving Ceremony where
team Multisport.fi received the free
entry for Estoril Portugal XPD 2009,
Geoff Hunt, the leader of the ARWS,
mentioned the important
contribution of Bimbache Extreme
over the years for the World Series
and the fine quality of this year
event, which for all athletes was the
best edition ever, being this
recognition a tribute to the effort of
the organizing team lead by António
de La Rosa over the past years. For
the Iberian adventure racers, this was an
expected announcement which reflects the
development that AR has experienced over the
past years with both countries, Portugal and

is an organization of APCA under license
of Southern Traverse, PLC and

Race Executive Committee

recognized by the Portuguese Sports and

Alexandre Silva, Ana Gabriel, Paulo Pinho,
Claudio Barreto, Ana Vilar, Luis Marques,
Luis Borges, Paulo Santos, Nuno
Pestana, Frederico Tiago, Leonor Silva,
Miguel Gueifão and Rossana Santos.

Public Interest.

Good luck for ARWC Castilla-Léon 2010!!!

QUECHUA reapets victory in the
ARWS Raid In France 2009
For the second consecutive time the Team
Quechua, commanded for the experienced
Rudy Gouy arrives in the first place at the finish
line of this difficult ARWS race, the Raid In
France.
In second place and after an epic battle for the
leadership of the race, arrived the team that
won the ARWS Estoril Portugal XPD in
December, the Cateye Outdoor Experiences
showing to the World that XPD winning was a
sign for their main 2009 goal, the World
Championship in Portugal.

ASSOCIAÇÃO PORTUGUESA
DE CORRIDAS DE AVENTURA

The Adventure Racing
World Championship
Portugal 2009

Youth Secretary of State as an event of

Spain, cooperating and developing high
standard national series and championships.
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